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givgiven en on thon the oce occasicasion of on of the the launlaunch of ch of her her bookbook,,
Sumitra Peries, Sri Lankan Filmmaker, Poetess of Sumitra Peries, Sri Lankan Filmmaker, Poetess of 

Sinhala Cinema, onSinhala Cinema, on 11th August 201111th August 2011

I’m very happy and honoured to present this book to youI’m very happy and honoured to present this book to you
tonight. I would like to address three points : first the originstonight. I would like to address three points : first the origins
and reasons why I decided to write this and reasons why I decided to write this biography on Sumitrabiography on Sumitra
Peries, second, the focus and objectives of this study, andPeries, second, the focus and objectives of this study, and
finally, how this book is relevant to the research that I amfinally, how this book is relevant to the research that I am
conducting at my university, Université de La Réunion, inconducting at my university, Université de La Réunion, in
France’s Overseas Department in the Indian Ocean.France’s Overseas Department in the Indian Ocean.

To begin, the roots of this particular book go back to theTo begin, the roots of this particular book go back to the
launch of my other book,launch of my other book, Last of the Big OnesLast of the Big Ones22 which Iwhich I
wrote on wrote on my father, Robin Tamy father, Robin Tampoe, a contemporary of mpoe, a contemporary of LesterLester
and Sumitra Peries and a friend of Philip Gunawardena,and Sumitra Peries and a friend of Philip Gunawardena,
Sumitra Peries’ uncle. My father was also part of the filmSumitra Peries’ uncle. My father was also part of the film
establishment, during the early 1960s until his establishment, during the early 1960s until his death in 2000.death in 2000.
On the day of the launch in December 2008, Sumitra PeriesOn the day of the launch in December 2008, Sumitra Peries
was the chief guest and I remember distinctly how she waswas the chief guest and I remember distinctly how she was
not unmoved that a daughter should honour her father thisnot unmoved that a daughter should honour her father this
way. So together, Sumitra and I mooted the idea of writingway. So together, Sumitra and I mooted the idea of writing
her biography, something that seemed to me to be largelyher biography, something that seemed to me to be largely
 justi justifiabfiable.le.

My own position in all this was rather ambiguous, when oneMy own position in all this was rather ambiguous, when one
considers that, on the considers that, on the one hand, both my grandfather W.M.S.one hand, both my grandfather W.M.S.
Tampoe (1916-1996) and my father, Robin Tampoe (1930-Tampoe (1916-1996) and my father, Robin Tampoe (1930-
2000), had left their names inscribed in the annals of local2000), had left their names inscribed in the annals of local
commercial cinema, and on the other hand, I had as if by acommercial cinema, and on the other hand, I had as if by a
strange coincidence, a quirk of fate, entered the world of strange coincidence, a quirk of fate, entered the world of 
cinema not as a practising filmmaker but in a film-relatedcinema not as a practising filmmaker but in a film-related
area, as part of those who had made cinema their intellectualarea, as part of those who had made cinema their intellectual
breadwinner.breadwinner.

So, as another daughter of our nation, this is my contributionSo, as another daughter of our nation, this is my contribution
to research on cinema in Sri Lanka. This I think I haveto research on cinema in Sri Lanka. This I think I have
achieved on the strength of the language and culturesachieved on the strength of the language and cultures

bequeathed to me by Britain and France, just as Sumitrabequeathed to me by Britain and France, just as Sumitra
Peries has given Sri Lanka the benefit of the European filmPeries has given Sri Lanka the benefit of the European film
culture she acquired in the culture she acquired in the highest circles. Further, my Sinhala-highest circles. Further, my Sinhala-
Tamil origins as well as the contacts I had with members of Tamil origins as well as the contacts I had with members of 
the film industry facilitated my access to this particular milieu,the film industry facilitated my access to this particular milieu,
which is conservative and Sinhala-speaking. But morewhich is conservative and Sinhala-speaking. But more
prosaically speaking, the funds made available to me by myprosaically speaking, the funds made available to me by my
university also encouraged me to write this book on a keyuniversity also encouraged me to write this book on a key
figure of Sri figure of Sri Lanka’s cinema industry.Lanka’s cinema industry.

Track RecordTrack Record

SSumitra Peries’ accomplishments are no secret. She andumitra Peries’ accomplishments are no secret. She and
countless other people, both countless other people, both illustrious and ordinary, haveillustrious and ordinary, have

worked in their capacity as producers, directors, critworked in their capacity as producers, directors, crit ics, actors,ics, actors,
and of course academics, to forge the industry and makeand of course academics, to forge the industry and make
cinema in Sri cinema in Sri Lanka what it is Lanka what it is today. today. As regards thisAs regards this
biography, mine was one of the many promises that had beenbiography, mine was one of the many promises that had been
made to Sumitra, and which I have fulfilled tonight, after amade to Sumitra, and which I have fulfilled tonight, after a
brief period of intensive writing.brief period of intensive writing.

Straddling 50 years, Sumitra’s career, whether as a womanStraddling 50 years, Sumitra’s career, whether as a woman
filmmaker or otherwise, has been remarkable, with anfilmmaker or otherwise, has been remarkable, with an
exceptional track record in terms of international and nationalexceptional track record in terms of international and national
accolades. Aaccolades. And yet, a closer look nd yet, a closer look at the existing bibliography,at the existing bibliography,
both in English and in Sinhala, reveals that she has not beenboth in English and in Sinhala, reveals that she has not been
the focus of many studies. These were some of the reasonsthe focus of many studies. These were some of the reasons
why a biography seemed to me to be a good idea, all thewhy a biography seemed to me to be a good idea, all the
more so as publications on Sinhala cinema in English are amore so as publications on Sinhala cinema in English are a
rarity.rarity.

As concerns this point, numerous critical reviews of SinhalAs concerns this point, numerous critical reviews of Sinhalaa
films are regularly brought out through a diversity of channels,films are regularly brought out through a diversity of channels,
primarily journals and magazines specializing in cinema,primarily journals and magazines specializing in cinema,
destined for the Sinhala-speaking public.destined for the Sinhala-speaking public.33 A number of A number of 
commendable books in Sinhala also trace the evolution of commendable books in Sinhala also trace the evolution of 
the seventh art in our island. They concentrate on filmmakers,the seventh art in our island. They concentrate on filmmakers,
actors, music directors and lyricists, but also bring to the foreactors, music directors and lyricists, but also bring to the fore
playwrights and stage actors, given that various forms of theplaywrights and stage actors, given that various forms of the
performing arts have comprised an important part of theperforming arts have comprised an important part of the
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Sinhala cultural tradition, the Tower Hall theatre becomingSinhala cultural tradition, the Tower Hall theatre becoming
the foyer of Sinhala nationalist creativity during the firstthe foyer of Sinhala nationalist creativity during the first
quarter of the 20th century.quarter of the 20th century.44

With regard to publications in English, With regard to publications in English, however, research onhowever, research on
Sri Lankan cinema has always remained in the shadow of Sri Lankan cinema has always remained in the shadow of 
the gigantic Indian cinema. This is why the special issue of the gigantic Indian cinema. This is why the special issue of 

 Asian Cinema Asian Cinema (2008) devoted to Sri Lankan cinema, edited(2008) devoted to Sri Lankan cinema, edited
by Ian Conrich, can be viewed as a by Ian Conrich, can be viewed as a truly significant milesttruly significant milestone,one,
coming to enrich the existing corpus.coming to enrich the existing corpus.55 More needs to beMore needs to be
achieved, if we consider that only ten English languageachieved, if we consider that only ten English language
monographs exist that explore various monographs exist that explore various aspects of Sri Lanka’saspects of Sri Lanka’s
film industry, many of which are dedicated to Sumitra’sfilm industry, many of which are dedicated to Sumitra’s
husband, Lester James Peries.husband, Lester James Peries.66 This is not to deny theThis is not to deny the
existence of two thesesexistence of two theses77 and a number of investigations of and a number of investigations of 
exception, which have appeared inexception, which have appeared in Framework Framework andand CinesithCinesith,,
notably Richard Boyle’s review of notably Richard Boyle’s review of Song of CeylonSong of Ceylon (1934)(1934)
and the worthy contributions of Professor Wimaland the worthy contributions of Professor Wimal
Dissanayake, Professor Jayadeva Uyangoda, Robert CruszDissanayake, Professor Jayadeva Uyangoda, Robert Crusz
and Ashley Ratnavibhushana.and Ashley Ratnavibhushana.

As far as the main thrust of the book is concerned, which isAs far as the main thrust of the book is concerned, which is
my second point, it’s true that the biography places moremy second point, it’s true that the biography places more
emphasis on the life and times of the personality behind theemphasis on the life and times of the personality behind the
camera than on the depth and quality of Sumitrcamera than on the depth and quality of Sumitra Peries’ work.a Peries’ work.
The book explores her rise to stardom from the time sheThe book explores her rise to stardom from the time she
entered cinema as assistant director in the late 1950s withentered cinema as assistant director in the late 1950s with
SandeshayaSandeshaya, and worked her way to become one of Sri, and worked her way to become one of Sri
Lanka’s rare women filmmakers, having, in the interim, Lanka’s rare women filmmakers, having, in the interim, editededited
a good part of her spouse’s films before going on to do hera good part of her spouse’s films before going on to do her
own record-breaking, at national and international levels.own record-breaking, at national and international levels.88

RoleRole

TThe roles Sumitra Peries has played at different levelshe roles Sumitra Peries has played at different levels
are wide-ranging, which this account has explored,are wide-ranging, which this account has explored,

reiterating her exceptional qualities and reiterating her exceptional qualities and competences, as wellcompetences, as well
the more humdrum ones, like her love of gardening andthe more humdrum ones, like her love of gardening and
antiques. Her life has been eventful going antiques. Her life has been eventful going from the provincialfrom the provincial
Sinhala Buddhist environment to a more sophisticated urbanSinhala Buddhist environment to a more sophisticated urban
life in the capital city during the war years. The 1950s werelife in the capital city during the war years. The 1950s were
years spent in Europe, and the cinema training Sumitrayears spent in Europe, and the cinema training Sumitra
received would lay the foundation of her future career. Herreceived would lay the foundation of her future career. Her
marriage to Lester James Peries no doubt equally contributedmarriage to Lester James Peries no doubt equally contributed
to forging her vision of cinema. She stands out in strikingto forging her vision of cinema. She stands out in striking
contrast to other filcontrast to other filmmakers such as Sirisena Wimalaweera,mmakers such as Sirisena Wimalaweera,
whose nationalist ideas and attempts to portray the culturewhose nationalist ideas and attempts to portray the culture
of the Sinhala people did not concretize, for lack of financialof the Sinhala people did not concretize, for lack of financial
resources, but also resources, but also lack of exposure to Western culture, or atlack of exposure to Western culture, or at
least an urban culture, indispensable to those wishing to least an urban culture, indispensable to those wishing to enterenter
the industry in the mid 1950s.the industry in the mid 1950s.99

It’s true that I could have done more justice to Sumitra’sIt’s true that I could have done more justice to Sumitra’s
outstandingoutstanding oeuvreoeuvre by engaging in by engaging in a a critical discussion of critical discussion of allall
her films. But assessments and critiques of her works areher films. But assessments and critiques of her works are
numerous, that have been written by academics, film.numerous, that have been written by academics, film.
specialists and journalists. I have included such specialists and journalists. I have included such relevant criticalrelevant critical
material in my study to bring into sharper focus how andmaterial in my study to bring into sharper focus how and
why Sumitra Peries rose to the top as why Sumitra Peries rose to the top as Sri Lanka’s first qualifiedSri Lanka’s first qualified
professional filmmaker. Indeed, in addition to the interviewsprofessional filmmaker. Indeed, in addition to the interviews
that I conducted, which present Sumitra as she is today, thethat I conducted, which present Sumitra as she is today, the
study has gathered and collated otstudy has gathered and collated other material written so farher material written so far
to expose both known and unknown to expose both known and unknown facets of Sumitra Peries’facets of Sumitra Peries’
achievements, her personality and her daily existence, bothachievements, her personality and her daily existence, both
as a public figure and a human being, in relation to herself,as a public figure and a human being, in relation to herself,
her country, her peers and the outside world.her country, her peers and the outside world.

This leads to my third point. In fact, this book is moreThis leads to my third point. In fact, this book is more
consonant with my approach to research on cinema – thatconsonant with my approach to research on cinema – that
is, is, cinema as a way cinema as a way of extending my reach to other of extending my reach to other grounds.grounds.
Cinema as a prism through which oCinema as a prism through which one could observe society.ne could observe society.
Many of those who write on cinema usually concentrate onMany of those who write on cinema usually concentrate on
film as text, they delve into the contents, film as text, they delve into the contents, they analyse film asthey analyse film as
they would a text, or they would a text, or a piece of artistic work. They use certaina piece of artistic work. They use certain
tools, i.e. a critical language, to decipher the grammar of tools, i.e. a critical language, to decipher the grammar of 
cinema. Their primary concern is to cinema. Their primary concern is to critique the final product.critique the final product.
So much so that, as pointed out by Dr Ian Conrich,So much so that, as pointed out by Dr Ian Conrich,1010 there isthere is
a veritable lacuna in what might be termed as cinema studiesa veritable lacuna in what might be termed as cinema studies
as against film studies – i.e. all the things that as against film studies – i.e. all the things that surround film –surround film –
the faces, the places, and cinema ephemera, or the socialthe faces, the places, and cinema ephemera, or the social
history of cinema. We ahistory of cinema. We all know that cinema is not jll know that cinema is not just aboutust about
film content, or a director’s style and technique, or how manyfilm content, or a director’s style and technique, or how many
awards a film has won.awards a film has won.

It’s not only about art and aesthetics, its also about politics,It’s not only about art and aesthetics, its also about politics,
and economics. Cinema, through its three branchesand economics. Cinema, through its three branches
(productio(production, distribution and n, distribution and exhibition)exhibition), illuminates a , illuminates a host of host of 
interrogations on ideology, colonialism, ethnicity, religious andinterrogations on ideology, colonialism, ethnicity, religious and
linguistic nationalisms, caste and class. This of course signifieslinguistic nationalisms, caste and class. This of course signifies
acknowledging cinema in its duality, as both an art and aacknowledging cinema in its duality, as both an art and a
trade, as both a means of expression and a means of trade, as both a means of expression and a means of 
subsistence. Cinema is dependent on a whole gamut of subsistence. Cinema is dependent on a whole gamut of 
human and technical resources, with a long and complexhuman and technical resources, with a long and complex
assembly line going from creation to production, fromassembly line going from creation to production, from
distribution and exhibition. Which precisely makes cinemadistribution and exhibition. Which precisely makes cinema
an extremely fertile ground from whence to observe humanan extremely fertile ground from whence to observe human
behaviour and mentalities.behaviour and mentalities.

A multitude of avenues thus await investigation for thoseA multitude of avenues thus await investigation for those
interested, such as the complex relationship betweeninterested, such as the complex relationship between
distributor, proprietor, producer, exhibitor,or how audiencedistributor, proprietor, producer, exhibitor,or how audience
preferences are determined by their social and ethnic origins,preferences are determined by their social and ethnic origins,
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or on the contrary, their choices belie these very markers of or on the contrary, their choices belie these very markers of 
identity. identity. Other areas arOther areas are e state policystate policy. Conservation is a. Conservation is a
particularly important question both iparticularly important question both in terms of research andn terms of research and
national policy. Film, stills, handbills, posters, billboards arenational policy. Film, stills, handbills, posters, billboards are
all precious material. We note the disappearance of theall precious material. We note the disappearance of the
limelight and the box office, now relegated to metaphoricallimelight and the box office, now relegated to metaphorical
language, but sometimes entire cinema halls are demolishedlanguage, but sometimes entire cinema halls are demolished
because proprietors are oblivious to the value of such buildingsbecause proprietors are oblivious to the value of such buildings
with their art-deco interiors and 1920s façades, and uniquewith their art-deco interiors and 1920s façades, and unique
names that belong to a by-gone era. These are giving way tonames that belong to a by-gone era. These are giving way to
multiplexes. Sri Lanka lost its first ever cinema hall, themultiplexes. Sri Lanka lost its first ever cinema hall, the
Empire, where now stands a block of luxury appartments.Empire, where now stands a block of luxury appartments.
But perhaps, it is this very link to Sri Lanka’s colonial pastBut perhaps, it is this very link to Sri Lanka’s colonial past
that is disturbing and which one feels obliged to erase for athat is disturbing and which one feels obliged to erase for a
variety of reasons. Or pvariety of reasons. Or perhaps it’s simply a question of moerhaps it’s simply a question of money.ney.
We know that many cinema professionals do not considerWe know that many cinema professionals do not consider
cinema as constituting part of national hericinema as constituting part of national heri tage, but simply atage, but simply a
means of making money while entertaining the masses.means of making money while entertaining the masses.

Cinema architecture, auditorium lay-out and socialCinema architecture, auditorium lay-out and social
segregation, linguistic nationalisms and film dubbing and segregation, linguistic nationalisms and film dubbing and subsub
titling, distribution circuits as revelatory of ethno-demographictitling, distribution circuits as revelatory of ethno-demographic
patterns, make-up and costume as an articulation of nationalpatterns, make-up and costume as an articulation of national
identity are other areas of interest. The question of film andidentity are other areas of interest. The question of film and
propaganda has been a classic subject of research. In Sripropaganda has been a classic subject of research. In Sri
Lanka, film has been used to project the imaginary of a people,Lanka, film has been used to project the imaginary of a people,
the Sinhala majority. This includes both commercial featurethe Sinhala majority. This includes both commercial feature
films and documentaries shot during the 1960s-1970s by thefilms and documentaries shot during the 1960s-1970s by the
Ceylon Government Film Unit. These are a few randomCeylon Government Film Unit. These are a few random
examples to show the multiple avenues of exploration.examples to show the multiple avenues of exploration.

Cinema StudiesCinema Studies

II Indeed, current trends in cinema studies exhibit anIndeed, current trends in cinema studies exhibit an
increasing concern with cinema as a socio-culturalincreasing concern with cinema as a socio-cultural

phenomenon.phenomenon.1111 Religion, language and culture cannot beReligion, language and culture cannot be
extricated from the discourse on film. As in the case of extricated from the discourse on film. As in the case of 
Pakistan, Bangladesh and India, the cinematic art in Sri LankaPakistan, Bangladesh and India, the cinematic art in Sri Lanka
has been deeply enmeshed in political, social and ethnic issues.has been deeply enmeshed in political, social and ethnic issues.
The growth of the film industry in Sri Lanka needs to beThe growth of the film industry in Sri Lanka needs to be
examined within the framework of colonial and post-colonialexamined within the framework of colonial and post-colonial
history, and the identity crises that arose from such a context.history, and the identity crises that arose from such a context.
It must equally be put in parallel with the cultural histories of It must equally be put in parallel with the cultural histories of 
neighbouring countries.neighbouring countries.

In a multi-cultural society like Sri Lanka where cinema hasIn a multi-cultural society like Sri Lanka where cinema has
been deeply enmeshed in politics from its arrival in been deeply enmeshed in politics from its arrival in the colony,the colony,
there is a crying need for more research on how cinema hasthere is a crying need for more research on how cinema has
either oriented or reflected Sri Lankan history, during theeither oriented or reflected Sri Lankan history, during the
colonial period and after incolonial period and after independence. A dependence. A number of scholars,number of scholars,
students, film commentators and critics writing in students, film commentators and critics writing in English haveEnglish have

begun to take an interest in the the way cinema began in Sribegun to take an interest in the the way cinema began in Sri
Lanka during colonial times, and how it has ever sinceLanka during colonial times, and how it has ever since
continually articulated the socio-political and economiccontinually articulated the socio-political and economic
dynamics of the island, more particularly, the island’sdynamics of the island, more particularly, the island’s
geographical proximity to India and the cultural affinities thegeographical proximity to India and the cultural affinities the
countries hold in common.countries hold in common.

In fact, no other art form has highlighted in such anIn fact, no other art form has highlighted in such an
unmistakable way the ties that bound Great Britain to herunmistakable way the ties that bound Great Britain to her
overseas possessions, which neither geographical distanceoverseas possessions, which neither geographical distance
nor cultural conflicts could totally obliterate. Cinema saw thenor cultural conflicts could totally obliterate. Cinema saw the
light of day at the apogee of British colonization, during thelight of day at the apogee of British colonization, during the
latter decades of the 19th century, as part of a spate of latter decades of the 19th century, as part of a spate of 
inventions, and following the inventions, and following the now celebrated race for patentsnow celebrated race for patents
between the French inventors, the Lumière Brothers, andbetween the French inventors, the Lumière Brothers, and
Thomas Edison. It then rapidly occupied the colonial spaceThomas Edison. It then rapidly occupied the colonial space
with American companies capturing on celluloid the firstwith American companies capturing on celluloid the first
moving images of British territories, but also actuality andmoving images of British territories, but also actuality and
news reels. It didn’t take long for colonies to constitute richnews reels. It didn’t take long for colonies to constitute rich
subject matter for primitive cinema. Ceylon became the subject matter for primitive cinema. Ceylon became the locuslocus
of some of the earliest newsreels shot by American companiesof some of the earliest newsreels shot by American companies
at the turn of the century. Figuring prominently as a classicat the turn of the century. Figuring prominently as a classic
of primitive cinema, and as the first “movie” on Ceylon, isof primitive cinema, and as the first “movie” on Ceylon, is
the one-reeler,the one-reeler,  Ramb Ramble le throuthrough gh CeylCeylonon (1910), shot by(1910), shot by
Charles Urban’s film company, where seven minutes of Charles Urban’s film company, where seven minutes of 
footage are devoted to the island colonfootage are devoted to the island colonyy. But the jewel of the. But the jewel of the
crown is undoubtedlcrown is undoubtedly Basil Wright’y Basil Wright’ss Song of CeylonSong of Ceylon (1934),(1934),
a documentary commissioned by the Empire Marketing Boarda documentary commissioned by the Empire Marketing Board
to promote tea sales but which ended up as one of the mostto promote tea sales but which ended up as one of the most
outstanding examples of films to come out of the Britishoutstanding examples of films to come out of the British
Documentary Movement. More importantly for ourDocumentary Movement. More importantly for our
discussion,discussion, Song of CeylonSong of Ceylon would present itself as a modelwould present itself as a model
of reference to aspiring Ceylonese filmmakers seeking anof reference to aspiring Ceylonese filmmakers seeking an
alternative to the popular commercial movie.alternative to the popular commercial movie.1212

The Boer WThe Boer War (1890-1902) was tar (1890-1902) was the first major conflhe first major conflict to beict to be
shotshot en direct en direct by British companies who despatched theirby British companies who despatched their
operators, such as Joseph Rosenthal, to South Africa. Filmoperators, such as Joseph Rosenthal, to South Africa. Film
was also part of imperial propaganda, an apt illustration of was also part of imperial propaganda, an apt illustration of 
this being the screening of the British victory in South Africathis being the screening of the British victory in South Africa
to the colonized subjects in India and Ceylon. More significantto the colonized subjects in India and Ceylon. More significant
is the projection of the images of British triumph to the veryis the projection of the images of British triumph to the very
vanquished of this vanquished of this war,–Boer men women and children whowar,–Boer men women and children who
were incarcerated in Diyatalawa from the late 1890s towere incarcerated in Diyatalawa from the late 1890s to
1902.1902.1313

Between 1920 and 1950, Indian and American commercialBetween 1920 and 1950, Indian and American commercial
distribution circuits brought the island within their distribution circuits brought the island within their fold, manyfold, many
pioneers demonstrating the efficacy of the colonial network pioneers demonstrating the efficacy of the colonial network 
in the development of cinema in the Indian Ocean territoriin the development of cinema in the Indian Ocean territories.es.1414
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Ceylon, as it was then known, was part of an area underCeylon, as it was then known, was part of an area under
British occupation, comprising Burma, Malaya, Singapore andBritish occupation, comprising Burma, Malaya, Singapore and
of course India. Culturallof course India. Culturally, and more particularly as regardsy, and more particularly as regards
cinema, distribution circuits also reflected this unity of colonialcinema, distribution circuits also reflected this unity of colonial
space. Films circulated between these colonies from 1920space. Films circulated between these colonies from 1920
until independence, imported by mostly Indian companies, suchuntil independence, imported by mostly Indian companies, such
as Madan Theatres Ltd., that as Madan Theatres Ltd., that acted as intermediaries betweenacted as intermediaries between
the US and the British territories.the US and the British territories.

Indigenous Cinema?Indigenous Cinema?

TThis is at the level of distribution and exhibhis is at the level of distribution and exhibition. As regardsition. As regards
creativitycreativity, cinema is again , cinema is again a compound art and a a compound art and a giganticgigantic

industry – working in concert with other forms of industry – working in concert with other forms of expression,expression,
such as literature, music, dance, song, theatre, painting. Atsuch as literature, music, dance, song, theatre, painting. At
the turn of the 19the turn of the 19thth century, Ceylon came under the sway of century, Ceylon came under the sway of 
both western and Indian art forms. Parsi theatre troupesboth western and Indian art forms. Parsi theatre troupes
toured the Indian continent and extended their reach beyondtoured the Indian continent and extended their reach beyond
its shores to adjoining colonies.its shores to adjoining colonies.1515TheirTheir nurthinurthi style wouldstyle would
become the blueprint of early Sinhala cinema and orientbecome the blueprint of early Sinhala cinema and orient
audience tastes in post-colonial Ceylon.audience tastes in post-colonial Ceylon.1616 That burgeoningThat burgeoning
Sinhala cinema should be born in India in Sinhala cinema should be born in India in the mid, 1940s wouldthe mid, 1940s would
act as a compelling force in the creation of a nationalistact as a compelling force in the creation of a nationalist
discourse on “indigenous” Sinhala cinema.discourse on “indigenous” Sinhala cinema.

The Sri Lankan film industry would for a long time be doggedThe Sri Lankan film industry would for a long time be dogged
by a fissure between private companies and directorsby a fissure between private companies and directors
making formula films, driven by commercialism, and thosemaking formula films, driven by commercialism, and those
who refused to make compromises for box office demands.who refused to make compromises for box office demands.
This period was marked by generic disputes reaching aThis period was marked by generic disputes reaching a
frenzied peak during the mid 1960s, some of these dichotomiesfrenzied peak during the mid 1960s, some of these dichotomies
referring back to more deep-seated issues that are beyondreferring back to more deep-seated issues that are beyond
the scope the scope of this of this address. address. Such rifts, Such rifts, cutting across ethniccutting across ethnic
and social and social categories, provided subject categories, provided subject matter for matter for a livelya lively
ideological discourse, substantially nourished by a local filmideological discourse, substantially nourished by a local film
press who decided on what was “good” or “bad” cinema. Aspress who decided on what was “good” or “bad” cinema. As
Uyangoda argues, the Sinhala critical discourse of cinemaUyangoda argues, the Sinhala critical discourse of cinema
evolved in parallel to the project of what has been termed asevolved in parallel to the project of what has been termed as
a truly indigenous Sinhalese cinema (…) an artistic ora truly indigenous Sinhalese cinema (…) an artistic or
aesthetically refined cinema and a home grown cinema.aesthetically refined cinema and a home grown cinema. 1717

It is against this background that a new generation of It is against this background that a new generation of 
Government Film Unit-trained and other directors becameGovernment Film Unit-trained and other directors became
the architects of quality cinema with seminal works that arethe architects of quality cinema with seminal works that are
today part of the immortals of the Sinhala silver screen. Thetoday part of the immortals of the Sinhala silver screen. The
GFU in fact evolved into a centre of promotion of SinhalaGFU in fact evolved into a centre of promotion of Sinhala
culture, attracting virtually only Sinhala filmmakers andculture, attracting virtually only Sinhala filmmakers and
technicians, the latter learning their art and trade from thetechnicians, the latter learning their art and trade from the
GFU’s first directors, Italian Giulio PetroGFU’s first directors, Italian Giulio Petroni and Ralph Keene.ni and Ralph Keene.
Petroni arrived in the island in 1948Petroni arrived in the island in 19481818 and took over the GFUand took over the GFU

on the request of D.S. Senanayake. He was followed byon the request of D.S. Senanayake. He was followed by
Englishman Ralph Keene, who later recruited Lester JamesEnglishman Ralph Keene, who later recruited Lester James
Peries to work with him.Peries to work with him.1919

As a young woman, freshly returned from England, SumitAs a young woman, freshly returned from England, Sumitrara
 joined forces with  joined forces with these directors in these directors in the late the late 1950s, of whom1950s, of whom
the most important was Lester James Peries. What they allthe most important was Lester James Peries. What they all
accomplished is all the more commendable, as there was aaccomplished is all the more commendable, as there was a
well-established tradition of commercial cinema that datedwell-established tradition of commercial cinema that dated
back to the 1940s. back to the 1940s. When these young filmmakers broke awayWhen these young filmmakers broke away
from the GFU to strike out on their own, dissatisfied witfrom the GFU to strike out on their own, dissatisfied with theh the
functioning of the institutionfunctioning of the institution, they carried with them the training, they carried with them the training
and skills received in anthropological cinema – and the seedsand skills received in anthropological cinema – and the seeds
of future ‘indigenous’ Sinhala cinema. Some had alreadyof future ‘indigenous’ Sinhala cinema. Some had already
experimented with different genres, integrating into theirexperimented with different genres, integrating into their
documentaries various forms of fiction. They inadvertentlydocumentaries various forms of fiction. They inadvertently
laid the foundations of Sri Lanka’s feature film industry, orlaid the foundations of Sri Lanka’s feature film industry, or
national national cinema, whose substratum would be the documentarycinema, whose substratum would be the documentary
format and Italian neo-realism, inherited, possibly, fromformat and Italian neo-realism, inherited, possibly, from
Petroni’s and Ralph Keen’s documentary work. But thenPetroni’s and Ralph Keen’s documentary work. But then
again, Sri Lanka must also face the question, not to say,again, Sri Lanka must also face the question, not to say,
dilemma, of creating a "national cinema", in multi culturaldilemma, of creating a "national cinema", in multi cultural
and multi linguistic and multi linguistic contexts, "national" being synonymous incontexts, "national" being synonymous in
the minds of many with "Sinhala". While road signs, officialthe minds of many with "Sinhala". While road signs, official
documents and other public visual signs are now documents and other public visual signs are now displayed indisplayed in
three languages, - Sinhala, Tamil and English, what of athree languages, - Sinhala, Tamil and English, what of a
"national Sri Lankan Tamil cinema" ?"national Sri Lankan Tamil cinema" ?

Needless to say, with the Needless to say, with the departure or the demise departure or the demise of the Tamilof the Tamil
and Muslim founding fathers and other pillars of cinemaand Muslim founding fathers and other pillars of cinema
production and distribution, (A. Gardiner, K. Gunaratnam,production and distribution, (A. Gardiner, K. Gunaratnam,
Jabir Cader), a page has been turned, such a turning coincidiJabir Cader), a page has been turned, such a turning coincidingng
with 1983. It is interesting to note their replacement with awith 1983. It is interesting to note their replacement with a
new generation of benefactors, financiers and promoters of new generation of benefactors, financiers and promoters of 
Sinhala cinema, keen to be in the pubSinhala cinema, keen to be in the public eye and keen too tolic eye and keen too to
project their Sinhala Buddhist identity while engaging inproject their Sinhala Buddhist identity while engaging in
philanthropic work. In the same vein, the political or economicphilanthropic work. In the same vein, the political or economic
strategies that underpin the creation of film festivals, awardsstrategies that underpin the creation of film festivals, awards
and other distinctions by prosperous citizens are also worthyand other distinctions by prosperous citizens are also worthy
of attention, given the passion evinced by those in the Sriof attention, given the passion evinced by those in the Sri
Lankan film industry for such barometres of "quality".Lankan film industry for such barometres of "quality".

ContextContext

IIt is evident then that a proper understanding of Sumitra’st is evident then that a proper understanding of Sumitra’s
cinematic career, themes, style and format of her filmscinematic career, themes, style and format of her films

can only be reached by recalling this background and makingcan only be reached by recalling this background and making
a brief survey of the expansion of the film industry during thea brief survey of the expansion of the film industry during the
2020thth century, at a national and international lcentury, at a national and international level. Her careerevel. Her career
and contribution to Sri Lankan cinema acquire greaterand contribution to Sri Lankan cinema acquire greater
significance when articulated in relation to the political, socio-significance when articulated in relation to the political, socio-
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economic upheavals and cultural currents that marked theeconomic upheavals and cultural currents that marked the
1950s through to the 1970s.1950s through to the 1970s.

Sumitra Peries was only an assistant director and editor duringSumitra Peries was only an assistant director and editor during
the decade of the 1960s. On the strength of a cinema culturethe decade of the 1960s. On the strength of a cinema culture
gained in Europe and by working along side Lester Jamesgained in Europe and by working along side Lester James
Peries, she learnt the ropes of the art. Lester James Peries’Peries, she learnt the ropes of the art. Lester James Peries’
 Rekawa Rekawa (1958) broke away from the formula that dominated(1958) broke away from the formula that dominated
the film industry at the time, even though the film contained athe film industry at the time, even though the film contained a
few elements derived from the entertainer, including songs,few elements derived from the entertainer, including songs,
which drew the comment from patriotic film critics that thewhich drew the comment from patriotic film critics that the
film did not portray authentic Sinhala culture. Whenfilm did not portray authentic Sinhala culture. When

GamperaliyaGamperaliya (1963), edited by Sumitra, was awarded the(1963), edited by Sumitra, was awarded the
Golden Peacock for its editing, Sumitra was on her way toGolden Peacock for its editing, Sumitra was on her way to
being recognized as a director of quality cinema. Her films,being recognized as a director of quality cinema. Her films,
beginning withbeginning with Gehenu LamaiGehenu Lamai (1978) are shot in the realist(1978) are shot in the realist
genregenre2020, avoiding the popular formula of songs, dances and, avoiding the popular formula of songs, dances and
fights. Not only have they successfully developed thèmesfights. Not only have they successfully developed thèmes
that are dear to the Sinhala people, but they have faredthat are dear to the Sinhala people, but they have fared
supremely well at the box office and given lie to the theorysupremely well at the box office and given lie to the theory
that only entertainers bring ithat only entertainers bring in money.n money.

Indeed, for the disinterested researcher, it is thiIndeed, for the disinterested researcher, it is this very conflicts very conflict
between those who privileged the entertainer and others whobetween those who privileged the entertainer and others who
upheld "realism", that makes for fascinating study–withupheld "realism", that makes for fascinating study–with
parallels to be made between such choices and the ethnicparallels to be made between such choices and the ethnic
and social ills that our island has been beleaguered with untiland social ills that our island has been beleaguered with until
recently.recently.2121

DisputesDisputes

WWhile generic disputes and nationalistic discourses wenthile generic disputes and nationalistic discourses went
far in buttressing the film industry in Sri Lanka, thefar in buttressing the film industry in Sri Lanka, the

new millennium has also revealed how far we have travellednew millennium has also revealed how far we have travelled
down the road from every point of view, including the verydown the road from every point of view, including the very
critical discourse critical discourse on cinema. Times have changed radically.on cinema. Times have changed radically.
The binaries of art/commerce, quality/trash or the debate onThe binaries of art/commerce, quality/trash or the debate on
art and box-office are now obsolete, with wider ramificationsart and box-office are now obsolete, with wider ramifications
than this speech would allthan this speech would allow. ow. The struggle between the realiThe struggle between the realistst
movie and the formula film has not much relevance inmovie and the formula film has not much relevance in
research: the tearjerker and the Bollywood musical, castigatedresearch: the tearjerker and the Bollywood musical, castigated
by intellectuals, and enjoyed by most of us, have gainedby intellectuals, and enjoyed by most of us, have gained
recognition in academic circles. Be they films termed asrecognition in academic circles. Be they films termed as
"cultural" or "commercial", "realist" or "cultural" or "commercial", "realist" or "formula,""formula,"2222 most filmsmost films
constitute objects worthy of academic inquiry and are anconstitute objects worthy of academic inquiry and are an
important part of our national cinema heritage.important part of our national cinema heritage.

This is evidenced by the increasing number of studies devotedThis is evidenced by the increasing number of studies devoted
to the entertainer, to music and spectacle in film, of whichto the entertainer, to music and spectacle in film, of which
the Hindi formula movie is a perfectly notorious example.the Hindi formula movie is a perfectly notorious example.2323

In Sri Lanka, of late there has also been a palpable effort toIn Sri Lanka, of late there has also been a palpable effort to

reconsider the primitive Sinhala cinema, and its genesis inreconsider the primitive Sinhala cinema, and its genesis in
the Indian sub-continent, more objectively, possibly as partthe Indian sub-continent, more objectively, possibly as part
of the healing process. But afer Sinhala film critics of of the healing process. But afer Sinhala film critics of 
exception had consistently elaborated their critical discourseexception had consistently elaborated their critical discourse
around the idea that generic disputes and lopsided homiliesaround the idea that generic disputes and lopsided homilies
are both petty and outmoded.are both petty and outmoded.2424 Despite belonging to theDespite belonging to the
very vocal nationalist press, these Sinhala critics were veryvery vocal nationalist press, these Sinhala critics were very
much avant-garde in their stance to straddle that dividemuch avant-garde in their stance to straddle that divide
between the superficial glitzy extravaganza, and the realistbetween the superficial glitzy extravaganza, and the realist
film with its memorable dialogues and shoestring budget.film with its memorable dialogues and shoestring budget.

In fact, some of the romantic dramas and In fact, some of the romantic dramas and musicals belongingmusicals belonging
to to incipient Ceylonese incipient Ceylonese cinema,–despite, cinema,–despite, or or sometimes bysometimes by
reason of–their buffoon performances and makeshiftreason of–their buffoon performances and makeshift
technology, technology, have increased have increased in both in both popular demand popular demand andand
academic appeal. Through these forebears of our cinema,academic appeal. Through these forebears of our cinema,
researchers can take the pulse of a society at a given time.researchers can take the pulse of a society at a given time.
Critics made much of the 1950s Sinhala melodramas’Critics made much of the 1950s Sinhala melodramas’
disinclination to deal with realism and social issues. But indisinclination to deal with realism and social issues. But in
fact Ceylon’s incipient cinema must be viewed as texts thatfact Ceylon’s incipient cinema must be viewed as texts that
are bound by generic conventions, like formula, and an internalare bound by generic conventions, like formula, and an internal
logic, which are just as justlogic, which are just as justifiable as "social realism" or otherifiable as "social realism" or other
variations of the realist genre.variations of the realist genre.

They also attest to the cultural heritage held in common byThey also attest to the cultural heritage held in common by
both India and Sri Lanka. Culture as everyone knows is aboth India and Sri Lanka. Culture as everyone knows is a
hybrid phenomenon, and it would come as no surprise thathybrid phenomenon, and it would come as no surprise that
nascent cinema should draw heavily on existing theatricalnascent cinema should draw heavily on existing theatrical
forms and forms and models, some models, some of which of which derive from derive from ancientancient
Sanskrit opera, or from the more "modern" Parsi theatre.Sanskrit opera, or from the more "modern" Parsi theatre. 2525

The latter grew out of partnerships between British coloniThe latter grew out of partnerships between British colonialsals
and the affluent Parsi community of Bombay, with theand the affluent Parsi community of Bombay, with the
knowledge that even during the 18th century, heydey of theknowledge that even during the 18th century, heydey of the
East India Company, a theatre hall had been erected inEast India Company, a theatre hall had been erected in
Bombay and plays organized to entertain members of theBombay and plays organized to entertain members of the
resident British community, agents of the British East Indiaresident British community, agents of the British East India
company and other expatriates living in Bombay. It is nocompany and other expatriates living in Bombay. It is no
coincidence either that Bombay should then become the cradlecoincidence either that Bombay should then become the cradle
of Indian cinema, and today the nerve centre of of Indian cinema, and today the nerve centre of  Bollywood, Bollywood,

having been nurtured by the colonial, mercantile and culturalhaving been nurtured by the colonial, mercantile and cultural
elites of what was the commercial capital of telites of what was the commercial capital of the British Raj.he British Raj.

Sinhala indigenous cinema also has its roots in theSinhala indigenous cinema also has its roots in the
documentary and neo-realist forms which are the worthydocumentary and neo-realist forms which are the worthy
contribution of British and European cinemas.contribution of British and European cinemas.2626 Few wouldFew would
disagree that realism and documentary cinema have a specialdisagree that realism and documentary cinema have a special
resonance for many film directors in Sri resonance for many film directors in Sri Lanka, because theyLanka, because they
came as solutions to other formats imposed by supposed aliencame as solutions to other formats imposed by supposed alien
cultures that dominated the scene during the 1960s.cultures that dominated the scene during the 1960s.2727
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Crossing BoundariesCrossing Boundaries

NNevertheless, classifications, typologies and gradings,evertheless, classifications, typologies and gradings,
while spurring resourcefulnwhile spurring resourcefulness and creativity, must notess and creativity, must not

prevent the crossing of real or imagined boundaries, especiallyprevent the crossing of real or imagined boundaries, especially
with today’s increasingly blurred frontiers between genres,with today’s increasingly blurred frontiers between genres,
where even the art movie has to bend its rules, if it must bewhere even the art movie has to bend its rules, if it must be
an economically viable venture, and not a financian economically viable venture, and not a financial disaster.al disaster.
As I stated in my preface, this book owes its very existenceAs I stated in my preface, this book owes its very existence
to my own refusal to take any firm ideological stance on filto my own refusal to take any firm ideological stance on filmm
discourse, with all due respect to those who occupy variousdiscourse, with all due respect to those who occupy various
camps and fight for what they believe is “true” cinema. It iscamps and fight for what they believe is “true” cinema. It is
indeed this very philosophy of indeed this very philosophy of vivre et laissez-vivrevivre et laissez-vivre whichwhich
has enabled me, the daughter of a “cohas enabled me, the daughter of a “commercial director”, tommercial director”, to
pay homage to Sumitra and Lester Peries, two of Sri pay homage to Sumitra and Lester Peries, two of Sri Lanka’sLanka’s
top filmmakers who have conferred on Sinhala cinema thetop filmmakers who have conferred on Sinhala cinema the
stamp of quality, that of stamp of quality, that of cinéma cinéma d’auteurd’auteur..2828

To conclude, let me say that Sumitra Peries is part of SriTo conclude, let me say that Sumitra Peries is part of Sri
Lanka’Lanka’s film industry s film industry which is animated by a which is animated by a lively discourselively discourse
on genres, style and techniques. The existence of a pulsatingon genres, style and techniques. The existence of a pulsating
film press and a film press and a longstandilongstanding tradition of festivals and awardsng tradition of festivals and awards
are also a sign of good health. Film festivals and film journalisare also a sign of good health. Film festivals and film journalismm
have played equally bracing roles in taking Sri Lankan cinemahave played equally bracing roles in taking Sri Lankan cinema
to higher levels with competitive assessment. The film festivalto higher levels with competitive assessment. The film festival
is a forum, a veritable marketplace, and a necessary stimulusis a forum, a veritable marketplace, and a necessary stimulus
for any creator. As Edwin Ariyadasa argues, it is afor any creator. As Edwin Ariyadasa argues, it is a
“wholesome meeting place for the film technician and“wholesome meeting place for the film technician and
technologist, director and producer, actor and writer, film critictechnologist, director and producer, actor and writer, film critic
and film merchant, film buff and film expert – and film merchant, film buff and film expert – in other wordsin other words
the totality of the film tribe.”the totality of the film tribe.”2929

All this keeps film professionals in the country on their toesAll this keeps film professionals in the country on their toes ..
By the 1980s, Sinhala cinema had benefitted largely fromBy the 1980s, Sinhala cinema had benefitted largely from
being exposed to and recompensed by both internatibeing exposed to and recompensed by both international andonal and
national critical appraisal. This is one of the most importantnational critical appraisal. This is one of the most important
goals to achieve for any filmmaker, and which Sumitra hasgoals to achieve for any filmmaker, and which Sumitra has
many times reiterated and achieved. Widely acclaimed atmany times reiterated and achieved. Widely acclaimed at
various festivals organized around the world, both Sumitravarious festivals organized around the world, both Sumitra
and her husband have been persistent in their mission to and her husband have been persistent in their mission to upholduphold
quality and improve the aesthetic taste of Sri Lankanquality and improve the aesthetic taste of Sri Lankan
audiences. They continue to be efficient ambassadors, bothaudiences. They continue to be efficient ambassadors, both
official and unofficial, of Sinhala cinema and culture at homeofficial and unofficial, of Sinhala cinema and culture at home
and abroad.and abroad.

Suffice it to say, that with legions of stylish directors, seasonedSuffice it to say, that with legions of stylish directors, seasoned
actors, polished cameramen and skilled techniactors, polished cameramen and skilled technicians, a numbercians, a number
of memorable films and many dreadful ones, Sri Lankanof memorable films and many dreadful ones, Sri Lankan
cinema does merit erudite comment. It is my wish that thiscinema does merit erudite comment. It is my wish that this
book be the beginning of many more to come and revive inbook be the beginning of many more to come and revive in
Sumitra Peries the desire to pursue her work of excellence,Sumitra Peries the desire to pursue her work of excellence,

and thereby push further the and thereby push further the frontiers of Sri Lanka’s nationalfrontiers of Sri Lanka’s national
cinema.cinema.
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